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ABSTRACT

This study aims to introduce a methodology which enables to revise the limit values of overall
heat transfer coefficient in accordance with the building form from thermal comfort and
energy conservation point of view.
In order to prevent excess heat loss, building should be designed as passive heating system.
Overall heat transfer coefficient (U-value) of building envelope and building form can be
considered as the most important parameters of the passive heating system. Therefore, U-
value of building envelope should be determined depending on building form. Building form
can be defined baskg on the shape factor (the ratio building length to building depth), height
and roof type. It is possible to determine a lot of building forms which yields same volume,
but different facade area. Therefore, the ratio of building volume to total facade area (V/A) is
the best indicator describing the building form. Thus, U-value of building envelope should be
determinedin accordance with the ratio of V/A.
In this study a methodology which aims to determinethe limit values of building envelope U-
value in accordance with the ratio of V/A is introduced.

INTRODUCTION

One of the primary functions of a building is to provide the climatic comfort conditions.
Provision of the climatic comfort conditions in certain periods of the year can be achieved
through mechanical heating and climatisation systems that are being actived by various
energy resources. In order to prevent excess heat loss for energy conservation, buildings
should be designed as passive heating and climatisation systems. As the most important
component of the passive heating and climatisation systems, external walls have to be
mentioned. As the building form is one of the most important components with respect to
total heat loss of whole building, it has been taken into consideration in detail. In this study
building form is representedby the ratio of building volume to total facade area (V/A). The
introduced methodology aims to determinethe limit values of building envelope overall heat
transfercoefficient in accordance with the ratio of V/A and other design parametersaffecting
indoor climate. As is known the most important design parametersaffecting indoor climate
and energy consumption in building scale are: orientation , building form and physical
properties of building envelope. All of these parametersare related to each other. Therefore,
the optimum values of each parametershould be determineddepending on the values of each
other. In Turkey, the existent building regulation for energy conservation gives the limit
values of overall heat transfercoefficient of building envelope (U-value) independently from
orientation and building form [1],[2]. This paper introduces a research project to determine
the limit U-values in accordance to orientationmd building form.



METHODOLOGY

r.

The proposed methodology aims to predict a revision coefficient to be applied to the limit U-
values which are determined in accordance with transparencyratio (tie ratio of window area
to total facade area), type of transparentcomponent and orientation.Thus, the limit U-values
will be revised in order to take the effect of building form, which is the one of the most
irnportmt design parameters affecting total heat loss through the building envelope. The
proposed methodology covers the following main steps [3].

1. Calculation of the Limit U-Values for reference V/A ratio

The limit U-values can be calculated depending on the type of transparentcomponent and
transparencyratio following the steps given below [4]:

. Selection of the design day

. Predictingthe outdoor and indoor design conditions

. Selection of the values of the other design parametersaffecting indoor climate

. Calculation of the solar temperatures affecting opaque and transparent surface of the
envelope

. Determination of the limit U-values which is calculated basing on the cofiort values of
inner surface temperaturesas follows:

where UOis the litit value of overall heat transfer coefficient for opaque components of
building envelope providing thermally comfortable indoor environment (W/m20C,
kcal/m2h0C) , tOiOis the limit value for inner surface temperaturesof opaque components,
which is determinedby thermalcotiort requirements(“C), andt~OOisthe daily average sol-air
temperatureaffecting opaque facade surfaces on the selected design day (“C).

Figure 1.a and 1.b are given as a sample to show the variation of UOvalues in accordance to
orientation,type of transparentcomponent and transparencyratio.

It is assumed that these calcdated limit U-values are valid for reference V/A ratio and
reference V/A ratio is defined by the minimum facade area surrounding a certain building
volume. Then, the total heat loss through whole building envelope for varies V/A ratios are
calculated in order to establishthe relationshipbetween U-value and V/A ratio.

2. Calculation of Total Heat Loss Through the Whole Building Envelope

Hourly heat loss per unit area of building envelope composed of opaque and transparent
components is calcdated by the following formula in order to determine the total heat loss.

q= U. (ti- t~~~)(l-TR) + U~ (t i- &~~)TR (2)

where q is the hourly heat loss per unit areaof building envelope( W/m2, kcal/m2h),UOis the
overall heattransfercoefficient of the opaque component( W/m2 “C, kcal/m2h0C),UWis the
overall heattransfercoefficient of the transparentcomponent( W/m2 “C, kcal/m2h0C),ti is the
comfort value for indoor air temperature(“C), t~OOis the daily average sol-air temperaturefor



the opaque components~C), t,COis the daily average sol-air temperaturefor the transparent
components~C) and TR is the transparencyratio(window area/facade area).

Then, the total heat loss throughtie whole facade is calctiated for tie different V/A ratios,
which are selected in a systematicorder. The total heat loss can be expressed by the following
formula

Q=(qlAl)+(q2A2)+ . . . . . . . . . . . .‘(qnAn)+(q#t) (3)

where ql,q2,. . . . . ..qn are the hourly heat losses per unit area of building envelope for
differently oriented facades (W/m2, kcal/m2h); A1,A2,. . .. . .An are the facade areas for
different orientations of building ,q, is the hourly heat loss per unit area of roof
component,(W/m2, kcal/m2h) , Ar is the ceiling area,m2

3. Establishing the Relationship between U-value and V/A ratio

The relationship between U-value and V/A ratio can be established by analysing the
interrelationbetween total heat loss and V/A ratio. For the buildings oriented to North, South,
East and West. V/A ratios were changed between 1.5 and 5.5 systematically with 0.5
intervals. Heat losses for these buildings were calcdated by using equation 2 and 3.
Calculationswere made for different floor areas.By analysingthe resultsof tiese calculations
the following relationsbetween heat loss and V/A ratiowere established [5].

Floor area: 100 m2 V/A= 0.0782 Q2– 1.198 Q +5.572 (4)
220 m2 V/A= 0.0398 Q2– 0.972 Q +7.427 (5)
300 m2 V/A= 0.033 Q2– 0.989 Q +8.834 (6)
400 m2 V/A= 0.0253 Q2– 0.943 Q +10.061 (7)
500 m2 V/A= 0.0245 Q2– 0.955 Q +1 1.284 (8)

4.Determination of Revision Coefficient for U-Values

By using tie equation 4,5,6,7 and 8 replacing Q amount by equations 2 and 3, the relations
between V/A ratio and U-value can be established. Then the revision coefficient can be
derived to be applied to the U-values which were determinedfor the reference V/A ratio.

CONCLUSION

In thispaper, a methodology which will be used for determinationof building envelope
U-value depending on the building form which is representedby the V/A ratio, besides the
other design parameters affecting indoor climate such as transparentcomponent type and
transparencyratio. Thus, it will be possible to revise the limit U-values which is determined
independentlyfrom building form and it is assumedthatthey arevalid for reference V/A ratio
which representsthe minimum facade areasurrounding the certainbuilding volume.
As a restit of the application of the new methodology for different V/A ratios and for
different climatic regions of Turkey limit U-values proposed by the existent building
regulation for energy conservation will be revised in order to consider the building form.
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Figure 2. Variation of total heat flow through buihling envelope in accordance with
VIA ratio
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